Meeting Minutes
Load Analysis Subcommittee
Teleconference / Web conference
Wednesday, May 22, 2018
2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. EPT

Administration

1. Mr. Tom Falin opened the meeting and reviewed the agenda. Two additional agenda items that the subcommittee will be updated on are weather normalization work and work being done in the SODRSTF that may impact Manual 19 changes. Ms. Molly Mooney took roll call and noted the PJM rules for proper identification using full first and last name within WebEx.

2. The Load Analysis Subcommittee reviewed and approved the draft minutes from the March 14, 2018 meeting. No changes were requested. Minutes will be posted as final.

Mr. Falin spoke about weather normalization work that is still a work in progress. PJM does not have any results to share but will update the subcommittee at a future meeting. Mr. Falin also discussed work at the SODRSTF related to ways that summer-only demand response resources can realize value in the market. If changes to the load model and Manual 19 are required the Load Analysis Subcommittee will be informed.

Load Forecast Model Development

3. Distributed Solar Generation Backcast

Ms. Mooney discussed the AWS Truepower historical backcast of behind-the-meter solar generation capacity as it compares to PJM’s historical estimates.

4. Potential Load Forecast Enhancements

a. Follow-Up Items and Changes Since Last LAS Meeting

Mr. Andrew Gledhill reviewed requests from the March 14, 2018 meeting and changes to some assumptions related to load forecast model enhancements.

b. Model Enhancements – Second Model Piece

Mr. Gledhill continued the discussion from the March 14, 2018 meeting on a new forecast model structure and specifically the weather sensitive piece of the model.
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